
Chapter VI 

Along the winding path —- to the Twilight 

When the swan must fix his eye 

Upon a fading gleanR# 

Float out v^on a long 

Last reach of glittering streaia 

And there sing his last song* 

Yeats 

Mansfield's last stories speak of waste« decay# dis

enchantment, mindless adaptation^ transitory love« illness and 

above all* abuse of privacy. The chances of her regaining health 

seemed remote after 1919, In a letter to Murry, she settled the 

distribution of her possessions with an air of contrived light-

heartedness j "I am leaving this letter with Mr. Kay in case I 

should pop off and not have the opportunity of talking over 

these things" (Alpers, Life, 297), Aware of her false tone she 

felt a liquid ache spread over her. Sickness was gradually becoming 

the greatest threat to her creative vision. For a woman to whcwi 

work was the greatest priority, acceptance of her predicament 

seemed difficult. Being a consumptive at the time when consumption 

was taking a thousand lives a week in England, was a harrowing 

situation. Added to that fear was the agony of living all by 

herself in the strange world of disease which healthy creatures 

have no inkling of. Event of a lifetime like marriage forfeits 

all its significance; life itself reduces to a nightmare. 

The sick, invalid wife and the complacent husband in 

"The Man without a Tenperament* are not far fetched characters, 
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Salesby is seen at the hall door turning the heavy signet ring 

on his little finger. He might have been going to whistle but 

does not whistle, Salesby* s freshly washed hands suggest a natural 

glow. His indifference is rooted in his mind. His turning the 

signet ring on his finger is an indication of his self-denial, 

It may also be a gesture of suppressed anger or impatience but 

ultimately the signet ring, in its constant motion points to a 

loss of identity. Salesby negates life, in all its demands and 

possibilities. He seldom speaks. At his wife's request to bring 

his chair near hers, he is route. The servant girl' s apparent 

"sign" goes unnoticed. There is a sense ©f injustice in Salesby's 

portrayal, rooted in Mansfield's inability to provide Murry with 

a happy conjugal life. Salesby's wife wants him to be there to 

assure herself that she exists. As a consequence, he inhabits 

the strange world of disease with her, 

Swoopings, tumblings and dashings of the koneymoon couple 

in "The Man without a Temperament*^ serve as a brilliant contrast 

to the groans, faintness and cough of the sick woman. The newly 

wed girl looks as though her young husband had been dipping her 

in the sea^ and fishing her out to dry in the sun. Animal passion 

and its brilliance in the flux of a new awakening derides 

salesby's life in the void. He and his wife are the last to enter 

the dining room and the first to leave it. The General, the two 

top knots and the American woman enjoy their meals while Salesby 

shies from thea. He tries to shake off his wife's despondency 

by saying he has lost his appetite. Obviously his aversion is 

rooted in his psychosis, 
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Salesby goes for a constitutional only to prove his abject 

allegiance. His meek acceptance is mocked by the lodgers at the 

hotel. Away from the crowd, he sees a deep valley with a dried-

up river bed. Luscious bunch of grapes are cut and boxed, the 

mundane activity being in close proximity with his claustrophobia. 

The natural growth of wild berries is obstructed by stones. 

Drained of his real manhood, salesby has become sapless like the 

river bed. The season of mellowing is no more and images of 

drying and preserving dominate the scene, salesby is engulfed ia 

an eternal winter. The idea of encagement defoliates all hues 

from his life in a miasma of despair. The following conversation 

brings out that the ailing wife has more animation than the 

healthy but oversolicitous husbands 

•You're late', she cried gaily. 'You're three minutes 

late. Here's your watch, it's been very good while 

you were away. Did you have a nice time? Was it lovely? 

Tell me. Where did you go?* 

'I say •— put this on', he said taking the cape 

from her 

'Yes, I will. Yes, it's getting chilly. Shall we 

go up to our room?' 

When they reached the lift she was coughing. He 

frowned 

(Alpers, Stories, 338). 

Salesby mollycoddles his invalid wife to the point of 

stifling her. As they enter the lift, he stands in the 'cage'. 
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Salesby has been segregated frora the safua healthy word. He is 

not in touch with anybody. There is no conjugal bed in Salesby's 

bvdrooia. The precise nature of the sexual failure is not indicated 

but an iropression of utter sterility looms over the story. Every 

act of Salesby* a is either gratuitous or utilitarian. He goes to 

his wife's bed to kill a Juicy saosquito. His kissing her is an 

act of ccHnfor~t rather than love* He tucks her in and smoothes 

her pillow. His overt subservience makes hiro impersonal^ almost 

idiotic. Salesby seldom speaks because he has nothing to convey. 

When he speaks, his words are empty sounds without any emotional 

charge. 

Salesby may have been modelled on Murry. Critics have 

severely dealt with his complacency and inordinate capacity for 

punishment. Prank O'Connor in his famous study of the short story 

The Lonely Voice remarks that Murry, in editing Mansfield's 
ft 

journal and her letters, was unfair to himself and^.far too fair 

to his wife" (128). Mansfield's caricatures of Murry are seemingly 

unkind in "Je ne Parle Pas Francais" and ""The Man without a 

Ternperameii't*. O'Connor further insists that most of Mansfield's 

work is that of a "clever, spoiled, malicious woman" (130). 

Mansfield' s venom was in real life, not designed for Murry in 

particular, albeit it looks like it. It was a phenomenon generally 

noticed and discussed between her contemporaries, Wyndham Lewis 

had confided to Violet Schiff that he was pleased not to be 

troubled with the venomous colonial story writer. Lytton Strachey 

shrewdly betrayed his feelings in a letter to Virginia Woolf, in 
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which he spoke of Mansfield' s ugly impassive mask of a face and 

a vulgarly fanciful intellect sitting behind it, 

Conscious of Murry' s self-chosen doom and her anti-

conjugal lies, Mansfield had admitted her failure and inability 

in running a household and a true conjugal life to Ida Baker# 

in a letter of 8th June, 1922. She felt that Murry was being 

defrauded by her. Alpers further observes in his biography 

thuxk "MurjY' s difficulty was that she demanded that belief fronn 

him* (Alpers, Life, 360J. In the light of this observation, the 

origins of Mansfield' s vencan may t*® traced. Aware of the fact 

that she was a drag on Murry* s consciousness, she could not shirk 

her responsibility for it. Dick Harmon or Salesby ultimately 

point to the artist' s own reproof of herself, though they are 

portrayed with considerable ridicule. If Mansfield nurtured such 

an unjust demand that Alpers mentions, it might be her last 

requisite for a kind of self-rehabilitation. 

Mansfield could never accept suffering in the Dostoivskian 

sense. The cult of suffering and physical infirmity had a sjjecial 

significance in Russia. Gogol seemed thankful to fate for having 

deprived him of good health, a breeder of all vices. For 
u 

Dostoivsky, the healthy man is an earthly kind of a man :..;but 

let him fall ill, let the natural earthly order of the organism 

be upset, the possibility of another world begins at once to 

declare itself; and the more ill he is, the more points of 

contact he has with the other world" (E. H. Carr, Dostoavsky, 290). 
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The destitute, the infirm and the epileptic have advantageous 

positions in Dostoivsl^* s novels. The elements in the cult of 

suffering — romantic, spiritual and masochistic were dear to 

Dostoivsky, Mansfield for her part, believed in no such res-

plendant role of suffering. As she grappled with disease, the 

hope for a recovery faintly glimmered. The path from Dr. Ainger 

to Manoukhih, and Manoukhin to Gurdjeiff is undeniably, a 

journey towards hope, a hope for life, 

Death and bereavement in •'The Dove's Nest" slowly thin 

away into insignificance as sunshine and life creep in. In the 

quiet sereiiity of the Cassetta, Milly and her widowed mother 

vry to recover from their shock, Marie, the housemaid, decorates 

a dish of flowers regularly with a cynical presentiment s "she 

had the happy thought of so arranging tte flowers that they 

would be appropriate to one of the ladies on a future tragic 

occasion" (Alpers, Stories, 518). Marie's sinister creations 

include a tc«nb of Miss Anderson's in black pansies and the tombs 

of Madame's and Milly's. Her decorations are self-effacing and 

terrible, Marie's smile in response to Mrs, Fawcett's praise is 

diabolic which disconcerts Milly. The state life of timid English 

ladies in mourning does not suit Marie, when the outsider 

Mr, prodger enters the dull premises, she is animated. 

Miss Anderson shows little sign of life in "The Dove's 

Nest", A devout Roman Catholic, half her time is spent in wear

ing out the knees of her skirts in old churches. Her fingers 
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are cold like church candles. Tl^ churches with their architec

ture of a particular time/ are in opposite extreme to the present. 

They are great builded voids in which Miss Anderson sinks back 

to vague anguii^. She fails to respond to the outer world, Milly 

can never get over her suspicions about Miss Anderson t "Sometimes, 

at night, when Milly was feverish, she woka up and heard that 

rustle outside her door. Was Miss Anderson looking through the 

key-hole." (Alpers, stories, 520)? Milly*s uneasiness is rooted 

in Mansfield's own exasperated consciousness. Her Catholic cousins 

were J to some extent, responsible for it. They aided her at a 

time of desperate need but all the while were keen on the ques

tion of conversion. Miss Pullerton had presented her with a copy 

of The Imitation of Christ, much of which was debatable to the 

latter. In a journal entry for February lf2Q, Mansfield confirmed 

that she wanted a God not to praise or to entreats but to share 

her vision with, she accepted her cousins' hospitality with 

gratitude. As to their faith, she could, after a serious consi

deration, find nothing interesting in the personal deity. Alpers 

has acutely observed how she made angry retorts in the margin of 

The Imitation of Christ, 

Mr, prodger is initiated into the cold, sterile setting 

of "The Dove's Nest" to create a stir, to make ripples on a 

stagnant surface. Miss Anderson shakes off her rigidity and 

busies herself with her dress. The gilt chair is brought into 

the balcony. The ladies want a rehearsal of the oncoming meeting 

but they are uncertain of the topic of discussion. The inmates 
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of Villa Martin hasten ta prepare themselves for a significant 

arrival. The decorative pieces and the artefacts seem confused 

in the prevailing uncertainty • 

. • One never knows •. said the pink-s ];lOtted dragons 

·on the mantel:J?iece .and the Turks'. heads pondered~ 

Nothing .1,s known-nothing. EVerybody just waits for 

things to b~pen as they we~e waiting there for the 

stranger who.came walking towards them through the 
sun and shadow under the budding plane trees- ••• 

• (Al.pers, stories; 522). 

The entire paraphernalia suggests a redemption. Spotted 

dragons or the Turks' heads are oriental motifs having subjec

tiy_e-::;relevance. ThroUgh her trusted friends Or age and Koteliansky, 

Mansfield had come to know of Mr. Gurdjeiff and his institute 

of harmonious development. Manoukhin's treatment had brought 

further deterioration and now, there-was only one option left; 

a psychic control of her disease through eastern asceticism. 

Mansfield's journal and notebooks of this period speak of 

oriental l:-eferences. The industrialized, mechaniZed west held 

no char.m for her as well as for some of her contemporaries. 

Aldous HQXley confirms this in his Ends and Meanss 0 At the 

present time and in the industrialized west, there is not much 

to be said in favour of rites, customs and ceremonies of tradi-

tional Christianity. There is not much to be said for them for 

the simple reason that demonstrably they are ineffective11 (229,. 

Mansfield was co~inced of the self-destructive west. In-her 
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journal she groped for self-assurance t "Do i believe in 

B^dicine alone? No, never. In science alone? No, never" (Alpers, 

Life, 373). The craving for eastern methods of systematic control 

of the body through a heightened consciousness seemed as possible 

alternative. The Turks, dragons or the Buddha are images of 

Msnsfield's new-found hope. 

Mr. prodger or the stranger in "The Dove's Nest" is a 

man of his own substance and stature. His perfection and cleanli

ness, his manners and his dress present him with a strange 

intensity. He awakens the ladies from their slumber and at the 

same time intrudes into their privacy. Mr. prodger's appearance 

overpowers them, and his male gesticulations have a mesmerizing 
u 

spell. The three women ...bobbed uncertainly at the pale table with 
•J? 

a curious feeling of exposure (Alpers, Stories, 523). They are 

made insubstantial by his healthy interference : "They were like 

those meek guests who arrive unexpectedly at the fashionable 

hotel and are served with, whatever may be ready" (stories, 523). 

With Mr. Prodger come sunlight, heat and brightness as 

the harbingers of a throbbing life^in contrast to the chill. The 

balcony rail is hot and the sun is • simply baking*. Milly raises 

her hand to the sun, and Mr. prodger finally asks t "Then you* re 
7 not afraid of the sunshine" (Alpers, Stories, 525)<. in a sudden 

resurgence of feeling Milly replies, "No, I adore it". The sun 

is the source of 'quivering brightness* of the sea and the oranges 

in a little world 'burning bright'. The mist has been uplifted 

before Mr. prodger's exit. 
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•The Fly' was written amidst Dr. Manoukin's treatment of 

Mansfield' s tuberculosis, and is perhaps the laost widely read and 

critically analysed story of hers. CompieXkA. in February 1922 in 

a building in Paris where she had spent three borrowing weeks in 

1918 at the time of the German air raids, it interweaves several 

therees. Manwukhin' s treatment is responsible for one of them, 

Alpers apprises usZ "Dr. Manoukhin, formerly Gorki's doctor and 

now a member of the Russian colony in Paris, who claimed to be 

able to cure pulmonary tuberculosis by a highly priced and 

nonsensical process of irradiating the spleen with x rays" 

(Alpers, Life, 350^ The sittings with Dr. Manoukhin proved to© 

e3Q3ensive and ultimately useless for Mansfield. Earlier she had 

dropped communication with her father, having heard from rela

tives about his grudging her monthly allowance. It was a terrible 

blow not pacified until March 1922. There was no possibility of 

further assistance from the horaefront. On the other hand, Murry 

was not to be touched for these exclusively private expenses as 

he could ill afford them. The desperate situation brought forth 

many stories most of which are popular and insignificant, plainly 

written for money. It was something not in accord with Mansfield's 

nature, to whom nothing mattered more than her work, "A Cup of 

Tea" or "Taking the Veil" was written within a few hours, 

Mansfield's innermost self shrank from such despicable urgencies. 

She felt Manoukin to be an impostor. "The Fly" surprisingly is 

not a hurried work, she took three weeks to complete it. The 

fierce undercurrent of resentment in 'The Fly' has pathetic 

subjective allusions, 
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The boss s i t s snug and resolute in his office in 'The 

Fly* when woodifield enters , woodifield, a heart pa t ient , leads 

a conditioned l i f e . His wife and daughters leave him boxed up in 

the house everyday of the week except Tuesday. He envies the 

boss 's vigour as he i s deprived of i t . The peculiar sa t isfact ion 

that the boss derives from s i t t i ng in front of the f r a i l old 

figure i s visibly a corporeal victory, woodifield s t r ikes jus t at 

the moment the boss warms himself up with the whisky, woodifield's 

information seems to be a c r a f i t i l y roanoeuvredl. b i t , sure of i t s 

targets I thought you'd l ike to know. The g i r l s were in Belgium 

l a s t week having a look a t poor Reggie's grave, and they happened 

to come across your boy's " (Alpers, S to r ies , 531}, 

The boss 's existence i s torn apart though he t r i e s to keep 

up the show t i l l woodifield* s ex i t . His coinposure and self-

assurance are flashy gimmicks which vanish with woodifield's 

news* 

The blow i s so severe tha t the boss cannot speak for a 

while : "Although six years had passed away, t±ie boss never 

thought of the boy except as lying unchanged, unblemished in 

his uniform, asleep for ever . . • " (Alpers, Stor ies , 532), Tears 

do not come as they came in profusion six years ago. The moment 

he got news of his boy's death, recovery was an i l l u s ion . Sur

prisingly the six long years have smothered the grieving father 

in him. Time has depraved him in a manner tha t i s unbelievable 

and sickening t "The boss took the hands from his face; he was 

puzzled. Something seemed to be wrong with him. He wasn't feeling 
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as he wanted to feel" (Alpers, Stor ies , 532^. when he looks at 

his son' s photograph, he finds i t cold and stern-looking. A 

contempt for his rese t t l ed self possibly disconcerts him, of 

which the photograph i s a mere ref lect ion. Mansfield' s l e t t e r 

to Murry af ter her reading Virginia Woolf's Ni^htand Day i s 

significant in th i s contextt 

I don' t want mobilization and the violat ion of Belgium, 
but the novel (Might and Dayj can ' t Just leave the war 
out. I t i s r ea l ly fearful t o see the se t t l ing down of 
human beings. I feel in the profoundest sense that 
nothing can ever be the same — tha t as a r t i s t s we 
are t r a i t o r s i f we feel otherwise ••• (Â bepŝ  . Life, 

The boss's discomfiture becomes pronounced at the sight 

of the f ly struggling to climb out from his ink-pot. He takes i t 

out with a pen and keeps i t on a b lo t t ing paper. The f ly# once 

recovered from the fa ta l blow, t r i e s to rearrange i t s e l f j ^.the 

l i t t l e front legs rubbed against each other l igh t ly , joyfully" 

(Alpers, Stories , 533 X Once the confrontation with death i s 

over, i t s e t t l e s for l i f e . This act of r e se t t l i ng infur ia tes 

the boss possibly because of the parallel ism between his own 

predicament and the f l y ' s . He ensures the f l y ' s death by pressing 

blots of ink on i t s t iny insect body. The boss derives an almost 

sad is t ic pleasure from the pangs of suffering into which he has 

thrus t the fly. The weak but brave f ly ultimately succumbs to 

the fa ta l final b lo t . By the time the boss orders his stooge 
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Macey to bring in some fresh blotting paper# he has completely 

forgotten his son. Recurrent use of 'blotting paper* suggests 

the drying up of natural emotions, 

The fly as a symbol is effective. Its inherent weakness 

and vulnerability^ continuous hankerings and encumbrances it 

faces are akin to Mansfield's presentiment of trouble ahead. 

Restlessness is one of the striking features of her life. Exposed 

to disease and death as the fly is to incandescence or human 

whims, she moved frcsn place to place with an unusual proclivity 

like the fly. ., Harry T, Moore quotes ", Edmund R, Clarke 

in his biography of D.H, Lawrence (The Intelligent Heart) to 

clarify a trait in Lawrence's personality, that is equally impor

tant in Mansfield's case. Clarke observed s "The individual 

develops an intense need for the satisfaction that comes out of 

accomplishment, recognition and achievement" (471), In his data-

based study of tuberculosis patients, he emphasized : "it is 

then the background of personality development which accounts for 

the way of life that people with tuberculosis must follow. All 

of the patients we have studied to date demonstrate a life per

formance which might be described as one of intense striving 

towards their goal in life* (4fl), 

According to Clarke, an individual reaches a saturar-

tion point when it (the pursuit) is not longer tolerable and 

falls into exhaustion and despair. Restlessness becomes one of 

the chief symptoms of tuberculosis patients, a fate that had 

befallen Mansfield, A peculiarity of such restlessness is social 
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isola t ion when the individual does not feel at home anywhere and 

resor ts to wandering from place to place. Mansfield' s l i f e i s a 

iwver-ending record of journeys and voyages. 69 Clovely Mansions, 

Gray's inn ROad (January 1911 to Sept 1912^ and the Elephant, 2 

Portland Villas/ East Heath Road, Hampstead, are the two addresses 

that record her longest sojourn. 

Vulnerability of the f ly i s strewn with h in ts of Mansfield* s 

gonorrhea which was confirmed during her stay at the Elephant. 

Virginia woolf guessed something uncanny but had no concrete 

idea of what i t was. Mansfield, in a stigmatised revelation, 

spoke of something dark and catastrophic. The fly was her sub

terfuge in a sense, as a journal entry for 1919 confirms s "And 

God looked upon the fly fal len into the jug of milk and saw that 

i t was good. And the smallest Cherubium and Seraphim of a l l , 

who delight in the misfortunate, struck the i r s i l ve r harps and 

shr i l led j "how i s the f ly fa l len , fallen" (Alpers, Life, 289). 

The word 'good* i s confusing. There i s nothing presumably good 

in a f l y ' s fa l l ing into a jug of milk in a suicidal manner. I t 

probably points toward Mansfield's se l f -dest ruct ive ordeals. The 

jubi la t ions of providence or Fate and the lesser s p i r i t s depict 

a hos t i le cosmic order with which she i s i l l a t ease. The horror 

of an external threat never l e f t her. The prospect of the fa l l 

possibly alludes to the t e r ro r of the unknown, which gradually 

strengthened i t s grips on Mansfield. Her terminology i s gnomic-

and crypt ic , giving credence to a dev i la t i l i z ing order, and at 

the same time making no secret of her resentment of i t . 
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•A Married Man's Story's is theroatically remarkable. It 

is the tale of an outcast, as telling tales seem to be Mansfield's 

forte. The married man's roind roaiss about in far away places while 

his wife sits with her baby near the kitchen fire. He finds him

self in a strange city or walking along a strange road or near the 

dark quayside smelling the sea. Home is not home to him in spite 

of all it offers, strangeness and darkness point toward a void 

in his soul. The bizarre convolutions of the plot are highly 

Gonnotative, 

The theme of desecration is important in ' A Married Man's 

Story'. The family hearth stands for sanctity and peace. The 

stability and protection of a home is maintained by a firm and 

substantial hearth, D. H, Lawrence, in his novels and stories^ 

has often been meticulous in his presentation of the hearth t 

"The kitchen was small and full of firelight; red coals piled 

glowing up the chimney mouth. All the life of the room seemed 

in the white warm hearth and the steel fender reflecting the red-* 

fire" (Mizener, Modern short storieS/ 435), Raking the fir© 

seems to be a natural impulse in Sons and Lovers, Lawrence seems 

convinced of the innate vitality of the hearth, Mansfield* s 

married man is a denizen of a dismal world. He sees deformed 

images in the firelight, and is unable to ruminate over the 

salubrious fire. His mind is poisoned, and unlike Lawrence's 

throbbing earthly characters, he is bent on noticing shadows of 

his wife and child melt into nothingness t "And as the fire 
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quickens, falls, flares again, her shadow - an Iminense Mother 

and Child is here and gone, again upon the wall" (Alpers, Stories, 

477^. The distorted madonna with child has suggestions of impurity* 

of woral depravity, resulting in sacrilege. 

The married man deceives his wife. Her fervent love is 

reciprocated by his innumerable lies. Ke expects her to grow 

accustoRied to his duplicity. He is torn apart from the familial 

unit. He cannot connect hiroself organically with his baby. His 

life is shelled like a cocoon. All connections with family and 

society are severed. His disease has consumed him : "You know 

those stories of children who are suckled by wolves and accepted 

by the tribe, and how for ever after they move freely among their 

fleet grey brothers? Something like that has happened to me* 

{Alpers, Stories, 480). The curtain slowly rises to an uncanny, 

unwholesome performance. 

The married man flashes back to his childhood which has 

shaped his sordid adult life, schizophrenia in his case has a 

long history. Someone had put a dead bird in his pocket one day, 

and as a boy he was not shocked; "Oh ! what a strange flutter was 

there in my heart when I drew out that terribly soft cold little 

body" (Alpers, Stories, 494), The dead bird had aade him sing 

for the first time in his life, a song of the diseased. He is 

engulfed in that nightmarish past. Never knowing mother-love as 

a child, he had been equally distanced from his father. The 

invalid mother had com& to him like an apparition one Jtight to 
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tell him about his father's poisonings. The next morning she 

was discovered dead, fhat was the end of love for the boy. when 

he grows up family means nothing to him. He is plunged into the 

well of loneliness. There is a strange fascination of the 

abCTnination in the married man's rumination about his past. The 

powerless hate and surrender become more detestable as he derives 

a gloating relish from a diseased past. 

The raolfcen, mass of a wasted candle initiates the epiphanical 

mcsnent in 'A Married Man's Story* s "something bound me theire 

by the table — I couldn't even let the pin drop that I held 

between my fingers and thumb. For a moment I cane to a stop, as 

it ware* (Alpers, Stories, 486;?. His installation in an unearthly 

world is complete. There is a total lapse of communication with 

the sane, healthy world s "Everything lived, but everything. But 

that was not all. I was equally alive - it' s the only way. I can 

express it — the barriers were drawn between us — I had come 

into my own world" (Alpers, Stories, 486). His is not a senti

mental pretence but a delving into the gloomy circle of scxne 

ixxferno. He has transgressed the bounds of normal family life. 

As a consequence he is compelled to inhabit a world of ominous 

silence and penumbrol shadows. 

The married man does not accept his envencxned detachment 

readily but tries to demystify its origins, intermittent flashes 

of revelation enunciate a startling recognition. The past is the 

miscreant t "who am I as I sit here at this table, but my own 

past" (Alpers, Stories, 484)( Conditioned by the past, the 
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present has been robbed of meaning* Childhood fears and an unpre~ 

pared entry into adult evil have jinxed him for life. 

Darkness and a windy night constitute the backdrop to 

•The Voyage', The dark, old wharf, the little squat railway 

engihiitt and the wool sheds all ""Seemed carved out of solid dark

ness* {Alpers/ Stories, 470), The old lady and her son part with 

each other with a recent death hovering over them. Death creeps 

into Grandma* s black gloves and Penella* s black coat, skirt and 
» 

black blouse. Separation and mourning are replaced by the idea of 

entrapment when Fenella and her grandmother board the steamer s 

"What a very small cabin it was S it was like being shut up in 

a box with grandma" (Alpers. Stories, 473), with her grandmother, 

Fenella enters a little cart after the voyage. The journey signi

ficantly ends in front of a shell-like house. 

Images of gloom and barrenness loom over 'The Voyage' t 

"The sun was not up yet, but the stars were dim, and the cold 

pale sky was the same colour as the cold pale sea" (Alpers, 

Stories, 473), Natural pallor matches with withering and age and 

is permeated with a sense of waste. In Grandma's house the blinds 

are drawn to avert sunlight, A deep half-stifled voice calls 

back, and the door creaks. Grandpa is like a very old and awake 

bird, tired and wasted witii time amidst the Gothic setting, 

Corporeal world has little interest for him. He is ready for the 

voyage out, 
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Frequent references to the swan are noticeable in 'The 

Voyage*. Grandmother's name is Mrs. Crane. Her umbrella is swan-

necked, Fenella "crooked the swan-neck over the bed-raill* The 

sick bed of Grandpa seems to be the body of the imaginary bird, 

prepared for a flight. Above the bed Grandma* s swan-song hangs 

in a deep black frame. The soul is often conceived as a bird, 

particularly the swan. Frazer has discussed the subject in 

his best known work The Golden Bou^ (181). poets have been 

fascinated by the elusive nature of the 'swan' image, w.B. Yeats 

has a passion for it. He was greatly indebted to sturge Moore 

(The Dying Swan ) and openly acknowledged his weakness for Moore' s 

swan. Moore's silver-throated swan represents the soul which 

conducts all rhythmic motions and is of eternal being. Yeats*s 

nine and fifty wild swans ("The wild Swans at Coole") are mysterious 

and can magically disappear, in 'The Tower* Part ill Yeats intro

duces the swan imagery with a specific intention. He is obviously 

thinking about the soul t 

When the swan must fix his eye 

upon a fading gleam# 

Float out upon a long 

Last reach of glittering stream 

And there sing his last song 

(Yeats, The collected poems, 223^. 

The swan has a subjective connotation in 'The Voyage', 

•The Voyage' was completed in the mountains of Montana on 14th 

August, 1921. Mansfield had a violent attack of fever the same 
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month. With an absolute defeat of the physical, she sought higher 

truths, something that would be transcandental. Yeats's quotation 

from Plotinus demystifies Mansfield's preoccupation with the swans 

Let every soul recall, then, at the outset the 

truth that the soul is the author of all living things/ 

that it has breathed life into them all, whatever is 

nourished by the earth and the sea, all the creatures 

of the air, the divine stars in the sky; it is the 

maker of the sun; itself formed an ordered this vast 

heaven and conducts all that rhythmic motion, and it 

is a principle distinct from all these to which it 

gives law and movement and life, and it must of necessity 

be more honourable than they, for they gather or dissolve 

as soul brings them life or abandons them, but soul, 

since it can never abauidon itself is of eternal being" 

(Yeats, «he Collected poems, 533). 

With excruciating misery of disease, intrusion on and 

abuse of privacy threaten individual aspirations in Mansfield's 

last stories. Reggie or Reginald in "Mr. and Mrs, Dove" cannot 

enjoy a moment's peace on a dark verandah flooded with ©astral 

rays. He is haunted by his living mother who has become a terror 

for him. She is grim, and the reader's first glimpse of her is; 

"with her scissors outspread to snap the head of a dead something 

or other"^Alpers^ Stories, 416). Sizing trees to suit her fancy 

suggests her interfering attitude. Having methodized nature, now 

she is intent on shaping Reggie's lifefor him. As she casually 

snaps the head of a plant, the sound of decapitation disconcerts 

Reggie. He would not like to be headless like her dogs, obedient 
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and vague, Reginald wants to get over the unpleasant ordeal of 

facing her as quickly as possible. 

Unfortunately there is no escape for Reginald. His 

betrothed Anne confesses that she loves him alright but love would 

be hopeless, like her two pet doves. The victorious and evasive 

Mrs. Dove followed by a complacent, ever-submissive Mr, Dove 

would be a surnmary of their conjugal life. Reginald is taken aback 

by this terrible revelation, and begs to take leave as tk^t se«ns 

his only option. Surprisingly Anne calls him back in Mrs. Dove's 

persuasive bird tone, and he, now Mr. Dove, ccsnes back slowly 

across the lawn, 

•Mr. and Mrs. Dove* is a "little bit made up", Mansfield 

wix)te in her journal (256), She criticised herself harshly for 

the final comprcanise j " • I have a sneaking notion that I have, 

at the end used the Doves unwarrantably, i used them to round off 

something, didn't I? Is that quite ray game? NO it's not. It's not 

the kind of truth I'm after' " (Alpers, Stories, 569). The male

volence in the creation of Mr. Dove is the artistic reproof of 

bill-paying engagements to which she was forced. Alpers apprises^ 

"Katherine's financial saviour at this mcanent was Clement Shorter 

of 'The sphere* {where "Mr. and Mrs. Dove" was published), a 

paper he conducted with more appetite than taste. He had commi

ssioned six short stories at ten guineas each" (Alpers, Life, 338). 

rt was the highest payment she received at that time, but she 

despised herself for her wretched, almost wanton urgencies that 

crushed her spirit, a phenomenon displayed in Mr. Dove as well, 
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Drowsiness and a deep repugnance to social conipulsions are 

the syroptoms of Mr. Neave's weariness in 'An Ideal Family'. Old 

and withered, Mr, Neave cannot participate in the plethora of 

life in his plush, beautiful home. Neither can he walk out of it, 

Affectation is an indispensable element for pliancy in society/ 

Mr, Neave obliges not himself but others. Life in his house 

implies more histrionics than anything else. They have become 

used to masked jjerformances, Mr. Heave's daughter Marion has a 

soft hesitating voice as a child, but "now even if it was 'jam 

please father' it rang out as if she were on sta"&e'* (Alpers, 

Stories, 424^, His wife Charlotte croons vaguely. Despite his 

efforts to comply with, Mr. Neave cannot get over his vision of 

himself, cf an old withered man climbing an endless flight of 

stairs, 

Opposed to old age and decreptitude but not remote from 

it in tone, is teenage bereavement in 'The weak Heart', In a 

journal entry for 21st November 1921, Mansfield notedj 

Today I began to write seriously, 'The weak Heart' 

a story which fascinates me deeply, what i feel it 

needs so peculiarly is a very subtle variation of 

'tense' — from the present to the past and back 

again, and softness, lightness, and the feeling 

that is all in the bud. 

(Alpers, stories, 575) 

•The weak Heart' is one of Mansfield's last efforts to keep in 

touch with life. Edie Bengel's piano is an intermixtiare of fact 

and fiction. Fleeting moments are ruminated over with the 
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sluggishness of diseases "Ah J if life must pass so quickly, why 

is the breath of these flowers so sweet? what is the meaning of 

this feeling of longing* cf sweet trouble, of flying joy" 

(Alpers, Stories, 510)? 

A yearning for a healthy idyllic life becomes pronounced 

ironically at a time when it is a downright impossibility, Edie's 

craving for love was never recognized. Nobody bothered to know 

about it : "But in the dusk, lovers parading came into its shade 

as into a tent. There they greeted each other with long kisses, 

with embraces that were sweet torture, agony to bear, agony to 

end" (Alpers, stories, 512), The tree at the corner of Tarana 

and May street with its foliage had been witnessing passionate 

rehearsals since one did not know when. There is an air of finality 

in those sweet agoctfes, almost Keatsian in tone. Living forever 

or else swooning to death are the possible options, and Edie has 

opted for the latter, Roddie never knew Edie nurtured such thoughts. 

The tall dark tree mocks him for his ignorance. Now, as he cannot 

make it up to Edie, he decides to do marvels, to astonish and 

shock the tree with his male arrogance, 

Roddie finds Edie's room vacant when he dashes into it, 

The cold solemn piano has frozen with Edie's death, Edie Bengel's 

piano that once questioned the transcience of all living things 

and pleaded with time t "let us stay, let us stay" (Alpers, 

Stories, 510) .ultimately surrenders to the claws of an unseen 

impostor, 
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Mansfield flies off at a tangent often in her last spate 

of stories from an overburdened plane of thought. Juxtaposed to 

the weariness of old sick men or nieaningless hankerings are the 

impressionable, young people. Animated and vibrant, they offer 

an aerial view of life, where prospects are not marred by a 

constant phobia. Edna in 'Taking the Veil* casts off i^r ')»lack 

book', which presumably has suggestions of the macabre, she had 

once clasped it as if it were her missal. The missal is forsaken 

before it is too late. Edna, aged eighteen, runs for a remedy: 

"Evexything is still possible for her and jiinny and the house they 

have planned may still be built" (Alpers, Stories, 529), 

Hope for a deliverance becomes remote in ' Six Years After' • 

Away from life, amidst unknown waters, the little steamer passes 

through enchanted places. Life seems forlorn and cold in the 

story. The stark natural detail obliterates the destinationi 

'•Far out, as though idly, listlessly, gulls were flying. Now they 

settled on the waves, now they beat up into the rainy air, and 

shone against the pale sky like the lights within a pearl" 

{Alpers, Stories, 508J. The gulls are in constant motion but 

unsure of their attainment. Allusions to death are ccaranensurate. 

It is evident that the end suggests death, whether it is physical 

or airtistic death remains a question. Whatever may be the case* 

acceptance of the end is not easy! "softly without a sound the 

curtain has rolled down. There is no more to come. That is the 

end of the play. But it can't end like that — there must be 

more" (Alpers, Stories, 509;. The never ending dark stairs 
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denote an ascendance to a fruitless realm, whether in life or in 

death, one is always uncomfortable. The changing immensity of 

life glides past, veiled by a sense of mystery. The sea is 

inscrutable like Pate. Dusk falling like ash upon the pallid 

water and the cold spell the end of a life performance. The 

steamer goes on, aware of its futile pursuit, 

"The canary" was written in trepidation and fear. Mansfield 

could feel her muse deserting her as she typed out "The Canary". 

Something was pouring out of her heart in the sea of inexorable 

time. The Canary's prattle was the expression of some sort of 

belief, it had candour and conviction and was conducive to the 

old lady's composure. It was an affirmation for the lady. The 

bird's death leaves a part of her soul dead i "tiy breast felt 

hollow, as if it was his cage" (Alpers, stories, 540^, Frightful 

realities impinge on the lady's consciousness and a shadow darker 

than the shadow of the night looms over her. She crawls into 

vacant, dark space. The reader can distinctly feel the artist's 

vision turning to darkness and her feet giving way* 

The whole gamut of emotions in Mansfield's brief life 

was centred round her work, Letters written to Murry, Ottoline 

Morrell, Dorothy Brett and S. S, Koteliansky reveal an honest 

pursuit from which she could never detach herself. The pangs of 

disease were momentarily forgotten while at work. Creative 

writing was only a consolation or a refuge for Mansfield but it 

also was an intense intellectual exercise, when such whole

hearted submission is hampered tjy disease, consternation sets inj 
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"Why should one's delights be so snatched awaSf? — but ray cou^ 

is the devil again and i have to keep as still as a mouse" 

(O*Sullivan & Scott, ii, 322^, No catastrophe could be more cruel 

than the extinction of Mansfield's ability to write, she had to 

submit to the unseen impostor*>„absent, torn, without any being 

of her own. The death of the Canary ends the magic spell both for 

the lady and for Mansfield. Katherine Mansfield' a meteoric iirenture 

is over. 

"The Canary" was completed as a gift for Dorothy Brett, 

in July 1922. Though the story may have been prompted by an ©Id 

wcxnan crossing the streets of Paris with cages, the New Zealand 

setting is affirmed by its characteristic detail. The evening 

s^ar, the dark gum tree, the backyard and the verandah capture 

the Wellington ambience. The sod under Mansfield* s feet does not 

become hers till the end in the profoundest sense. A fear of 

receding faculties enhances the doom. An essential, inevitable 

pathos at the back of everything reverberates on the surface of 

"The Canary". It is not common sorrow. It waits patiently till 

one has the time to pause and to reflect. The old lady feels it 

only at intermittent intervals between her work; something great 

and invincible like truth, it is impossible to convey its mean

ing, its subtle and penetrating essence. Alpers is justified in 

believing that the closing lines of the story supply a fitting 

epitaph to Mansfield' s work. Her untimely death on 9th January 
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1923 i s only information. She actually died with her Canary t 

"But i s n ' t i t extraordinary that under his sweet joyful l i t t l e 

singing i t was just t h i s — sadness? — Ah, what i s i t ? — that 

I heard?" (Alpers, S tor ies , 541j. 


